
9 TIPS FOR MOBILIZING YOUR 
MICROSOFT INVESTMENT

In the era of the desktop, you could pretty much count on most users using a Windows PC and Microsoft optimizing the user experience 

for this platform. You could count on Microsoft to build apps that worked together nearly seamlessly. Exchange worked well with Outlook, 

which integrated with SharePoint. This helped you easily roll out an infrastructure that enabled business productivity.

That era is over. Most users today use non-Microsoft platforms on their mobile devices and your Microsoft infrastructure will be accessed 

from these devices. Different apps have different levels of integration and different ways of accessing the enterprise backend. Third-party 

apps are just as important as the Microsoft apps you already use. Diversity rules the day.

The old playbook is out the window. However, the following tips can help you maximize your existing Microsoft investment in a new 

mobile-centric world.

1. Plan to Mobilize Your Entire Microsoft Investment, Not Just Email 
Many organizations start with mobile email. However the minute you finish mobilizing Exchange, your users will be asking for Lync, 

SharePoint, Dynamics CRM and more. It’s important not to lose sight of the big picture – mobility will be the primary computing 

surface for your business. Consider your mobile needs today. Then double the number of users and double the number of apps. 

Then do it again. Ensure your mobility solution will scale and that you can manage and support it at scale. 

2. Accept the Reality of Device Diversity
It’s clear that the days of a standardized Windows platform with tightly integrated apps are long gone. The reality is that your 

Microsoft backend systems will be accessed from iOS, Android, Windows and other devices. Plan to manage this device diversity, 

and not rely on Microsoft to do it for you. Ensure your enterprise mobility management platform is purpose built for mobile and 

cross-platform support. 

3. Design a Common Architecture for Accessing All Your Microsoft Apps
A common challenge in accessing your backend Microsoft systems is providing secure access. Unfortunately, with many options 

you access Exchange one way, SharePoint another, and Dynamics CRM a third. When each application takes its own approach to 

security, firewall traversal and backend integration, the resulting patchwork of inbound ports, VPN and other “one offs” can be 

brittle and vulnerable. Choose an architecture that provides consistent access and enterprise-grade security across all your Microsoft 

apps, with your choice of cloud or on premise deployment options.

4. Carefully Consider Your Security Needs
Different organizations require different levels of security. However, many consumer-grade apps that access Microsoft backends 

only enable one security level - the lowest. Some store credentials in the cloud. Some use unencrypted connections or data storage. 

Many don’t work with advanced security like two-factor authentication. Make sure you understand both your risk level and how your 

mobile apps work “under the hood.”
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5. Ensure Your Content is Always Protected
Some of your most valuable corporate data is on your users’ devices - sensitive information in Exchange emails, confidential corporate 

documents in SharePoint, your entire sales data in Dynamics CRM.  These, along with corporate credentials and configuration 

files, are the keys to the kingdom. How will you keep content from being in a Dropbox folder tomorrow? How will credentials and 

configurations from being compromised, enabling a hacker to access your backend systems? Ensure business data on mobile devices 

is always separated from personal data in a secure container, that it can’t leak via consumer apps and all corporate content including 

credentials are never stored in unencrypted form. 

6. Make Sure Your Mobile Apps Work Together
Part of the reason you chose Microsoft for your apps is how they work together seamlessly on the desktop. However, this doesn’t 

necessarily automatically carry over to the mobile device. Make sure you choose a mobile solution that enables users to seamlessly 

move between email, Lync IM, SharePoint docs as well as a host of leading 3rd party business apps.

7. Never Lose Sight of User Experience
Users expect that their productivity tools will actually make them productive. In a business context this means providing the right 

information at the right time in the right context. Ensure your apps are designed around the way your users work and not simply 

rebadged consumer apps that fail to meet user expectations. 

8. Plan to Support On-Premise, Cloud and Mixed Environments
Many organizations are moving apps to the Microsoft cloud. They are moving from Exchange to Office 365 or from SharePoint to 

OneDrive for Business. Sometimes these migrations can take years. Even if you are not planning for such a move, you may be one 

day. Ensure that your mobile solution can support both on-premise and cloud deployments and that they can support you during the 

transition. 

9. Think Beyond Mobilizing Just Microsoft
While you may be mobilizing Microsoft apps today, there may be other apps you want to mobilize down the line. Locking yourself into 

a mobile approach that only supports Microsoft may come back to haunt you. While you should make sure your mobile choice is first-

rate for Microsoft apps, make sure it also can support a broad ecosystem of mobile apps, including ones from other vendors or ones 

you build yourself.
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